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MEMORAKKJM FCRi Chief, Materiel Branch, DPD

ATI®fICW

80BJKJ? t Granger Associates

25X1

25X1

X, Ja a telephone conversation this date between Granger Associates

of this office, the following items requiring your action

discussed*
25X1

25X12* a. The ten improved video aaaaUfiers and six new blowers for

are being shipped to the “ today. We understand that

the warehouse in turn has been instructed to air ship this equips*nt to 40X1

as soon as possible. This equipment has taken new production items which in

turn will be fitted with the reworked items to be returned hy There- 25X1

steps should be taken to hare return old ports by air as soon as 25X1AlWfW* OOWM9 W wv »»»»»» — s ~w ~ ^

pcwslble and the Agency facility receiving them in the ZX should be instructed

to transship to Oraager icaasdiately.

b* Granger has completed work on two Model 303 receivers under

contract number 109-12454-9, and is prepared to deliver same to G&A, San

Francisco this week. These two receivers belong to the "test bed" RB-69A

aircraft now at Loekheed, and San Francisco should be instructed to pick

then up and transship to Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California,

fay Plant C—1.

e* Granger has yet to receive the field service and maintenance

contract! however, they have performed advance work on it, having been

officially notified by contracts that it was approved. Per past conversations,

the contract should be in the amount of 115,000 ending on 30 June and should

be renewed in the amount of $30,000 for Fiscal I960.

25X1

4. still has one of the original 502 receivers sent out on 25X1
their first aircraft and retained when other original equipment was returned.

The reason it was retained was due to the unavailability of a Traveling Wave
on the second aircraft. At 25X1Tube fear the replacement equipment sent to

this time. Granger v'“- the necessary tube (GA-36) which should be picked up

mtl air shipped to . The original 302 recaiver should be returned to

Granger fa* retrofit.
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